Love Is A Crime (BWWM Romance)
This was originally released in 2014. Nigerian thief Paris Jourdan has had a thing for radio show host Ray Forrest since she first heard his show. After breaking into his home, she starts a passionate game of cat and mouse with Ray and the two fall deeply in love. Undeniable chemistry and attraction brings them closer than they imagined, but Paris is involved in a dangerous situation that threatens any shot at happiness. Ray is determined for him and Paris to live happily ever after. But, another man's claimed Paris as his own and he won't let her go without a fight.
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Customer Reviews

This book is pleasantly mediocre, and rather cliche. The premise is great, and if she increased the formulated urban mood and romance, and more of a feel of the drama of the jewel thievery and thug life, the story would have been better. It had great flow and easiness but lacked intensity, to put it better. BUT if you're not feeling that critical, and want a simple, urban, romantic, BWWM, this is a good read.

I read this story as part of a compilation named Power and Love. I was interested in Paris from the
first page. She was a great Heroine. I like how she was able to find her strength to fight for Ray and herself at the end. Ms. Deanne did such a great job on the characters dialogue. The conversations seemed so real and had a natural flow. This was a great read!

Paris is thief but she wants more out of life, breaking into Rays house shes fascinated by his loft that the crush she has in him causes her to steal his laptop. Ray being a radio host broadcast his missing aunts ring. Paris uses rays online mystery woman to talk to him, meeting for the first time he falls in love but paris secret has her holding back. Marko wants to control Paris so he threatens her family lives to keep her as his top thief. Ray loves Paris but he can’t get over the fact she’s hiding something but he never leaves her, even after she reveals her secret. Paris gets he happy ending and Marko no longer controlling her.

This book was great... Just like the previous bwmm book Stacy released, her style of writing is different from what i normally read... but I love it... another job well done... can’t wait to read more...

Paris™ feelings for Ray ends up being more than just a crush. She harbors a secret however that threaten to tear them apart. Ray’s actions will surprise Paris. This whirlwind love affair doesn’t come without its share of suspense. A nice combination of romance and suspense makes this an interesting and fast paced read.

Don’t bother reading this book! The cover is probably the best part of the book. The lead female character is 35 years old and acts like an 18yr old. There is absolutely nothing that I liked about her. The male lead, Ray, was too soft. There was zero chemistry between these two people. I could not forgive her being part of a gang of burglars and seeing a girl murdered and do nothing. There just was no point to this book. The real crime was the publishing of this book.
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